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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In re: Petition for increase in rates by Florida 
Power & Light Company. 

DOCKET NO. 080677-E1 

DATED: November 13,2009 

POSTHEARING STATEMENT AND BFUEF OF AFFIRM 

Florida AFFIRM (the “Association for Fairness in Rate Making” or “ A F F I W )  pursuant 

to the Prehearing Order No. PSC-09-0573-PHO-E1 in this docket and related orders, and Rule 

28-1 06.21 5, Florida Administrative Code (“F.A.C.”), hereby submits AFFIRM’S Posthearing 

Statement of Issues and Positions and Brief. 

INTRODUCTION 

AFFIRM is a coalition of quick serve restaurants that have substantially similar electrical 

usage characteristics. The Members of AFFIRM are the corporations and corporations’ 

franchisees that own and operate over 300 business locations served by Florida Power & Light 

Company (“FPL” or the “Company”) under the following brand names: Waffle House, Wendy’s, 

Arby’s, and YUM! Brands, doing business as Pizza Hut, KFC, Taco Bell, Long John Silver’s 

and A&W. 

The primary objective of AFFIRM’s intervention in the subject base rate proceeding is to 

seek a more appropriately structured time of use rate for the AFFIRM Members that are served 

under the rates available to commercial customers with a firm demand between 20 and 500 kW. 

Currently, FPL’s rates for firm electric service available to the AFFlRM Members are: 

General Service Demand (GSD-l), 

General Service Demand - Time of Use (GSDT-l), 
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High Load Factor - Time of Use (HLFT- I), and 

Seasonal Demand -Time of Use Rider (SDTR). 

FPL‘s GSDT-1, a time of use rate, is severely deficient in form and structure because the 

rate reflects only the most tenuous relationship between periodic pricing and related costs, and 

because the rate is so poorly structured that use of such rate will generally produce a higher 

monthly cost to the commercial customer than FPL’s GSD-I, a general “one size fits all” rate. 

Because of such deficiencies, the existing GSDT-1 Rate is unfair and unreasonable for further 

use, and should not be approved by the Commission until appropriate changes have been made to 

this rate. This Brief will also address similar deficiencies in HLFT-1 and SDTR, the only other 

rates available for firm electric service to the AFFIRM Members. 

The second objective of AFFIRM’S intervention in the subject base rate proceeding is to 

propose the implementation of multi-location rates for application when there are numerous sites 

taking electric service from the Company, and such sites are operating under common control of 

a single entity (Le., the franchisor) via either ownership or written franchise agreements. 

AFFIRM’S BRIEF ON SPECIFIC ISSUES 

[Note: AFFIRM takes no position on any issue other than Issue 168.1 

ISSUE 168: What is the appropriate method of designing time of use rates for FPL? 

POSITION: The appropriate method of designing time of use rates is one that produces rates 

that (1) vary during different time periods and (2) reflect the variance, if any, in 

the utility’s cost of generation and purchasing electricity at the wholesale level. 

Moreover, the design and implementation of the rate should enable the electric 

consumer to manage energy use and cost through advanced metering and 

communications technology. 
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DISCUSSION 

To explain the deficiencies that exist in FPL’s time of use rates, it is appropriate to: (1) 

examine the overriding objective of those rates; (2) evaluate the structure of those rates; and (3) 

compare the objective with the structure in order to ascertain whether any of FPL’s time of use 

rates is effective in accomplishing the ovemding objective. 

Ovemdine Objective of a Time of Use Rate 

The direct testimony of AFFIRM Witness Russell L. Klepper cites the specific rate 

objective of the United States Congress, as set forth in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 (“EPAct”) 

which was enacted on August 8,2005. Section 1252 of the EPAct amended the Public Utilities 

Regulatory Policy Act of 1978 (“PURPA”) by adding language that provides, in relevant part, 

that each electric utility shall ‘provide individual customers upon customer request, a time- 

based rate schedule under which the rate charged by the electric utility varies during difSerent 

time periods and reflects the variance, if any, in the utility s cost of generation and purchasing 

electricity at the wholesale level. ’’ 

As required by the EPAct, the Commission was required to investigate and decide 

whether to require electric utilities to provide and install time-based meters and communication 

devices. In Docket No. 070022-EU, the Commission declined to adopt the standard established 

by EPAct. Pursuant to Order No. PSC-07-0212-PAA-EU issued March 7, 2007 (the “March 

2007 Order”), at page 1, the Commission explained: 

“We believe Section 1252 was intended to break down regulatory or institutional 
barriers to the provision of time sensitive rates. Based on our survey results, we find that 
Florida utilities, even those not subject to PURPA, have considered and implemented 
time sensitive rates and load management programs that comply with the spiritof Section 
1252. “ 
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The March 2007 Order notes at page 3 that in 1981, the Commission had conducted 

proceedings to consider each PURPA ratemaking standard and to determine whether each was 

appropriate for implementation in Florida. In Order No. 10179, issued August 31, 1981, the 

Commission determined that a modified version of the PURPA standard was appropriate. The 

Commission-approved standard (hereinafter, the “Commission TOU Standard”) is: 

“When such rates are cost-effective, the rates charged by an electric utility for each 
group of customers shall be time-direrentiated in order to reflect the cost of providing 
service to such customers at different times of the day. “Cost-effective” means that the 
long run benefits to the utility and its customers exceed the cost of meters and other 
associated costs Specific cost effectiveness methodologies may he prescribed by the 
Commission. ” 

The March 2007 Order includes as Attachment A the responses of certain regulated 

utilities, including FPL, to a survey performed by the Commission. At page 21 of Attachment A, 

in Item lg, FPL sets forth the following statement of asserted benefits (the “FPL TOU Asserted 

Benefits”) regarding its time of use rates: 

“FPL ‘s optional time dyerentiated rate schedules provide price signals which 
encourage ships in energy consumption to off-peak, (i.e., lower cost) periods, assist the 
customers in achieving savings on their bills, play an integral role in customer 
satisfaction and in meeting customer expectation of FPL to offer cost-based high-quality 
products and services that meet their needs. ” 

Structure and Deficiencies of FPL‘s GSD-I Rate 

FPL‘s GSD-1 Rate is a “one size fits all” rate that does not effectively capture the 

beneficial electric load and usage characteristics of the Members of AFFIRM or similarly 

situated commercial customers for two basic reasons. First, the pricing of the non-fuel energy 

rate under GSD-1 assumes that customers will consume energy during on-peak and off-peak 

periods in approximately the same proportion as the FPL system load. 

This assumption is incorrect when applied to the Members of AFFIRM. Compared to 

most commercial and industrial customers of FPL, the Members of AFFIRM use a 
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disproportionately lesser amount of energy during FPL’s defined on-peak periods and a 

disproportionately greater amount of energy during FPL’s defined off-peak periods. This is 

because quick serve restaurants have longer hours of operation than most commercial operations. 

Some of the restaurants are open around the clock, while others open early or remain open late at 

night. Unlike most other commercial customers, the Members of AFFIRM operate their 

restaurants every weekend day and every holiday, with the possible exception of Christmas. 

Further, the Members of AFFIRM have a significant percentage of their loads in exterior lighting 

that is used extensively during off-peak hours, and have significant refrigeration loads occurring 

during off-peak hours. Accordingly, the application of the around the clock non-fuel energy rate 

under the GSD-1 Rate is unfair and discriminatory to the Members of AFFIRM. 

Second, the structure of the GSD-1 Rate assumes that the peaks of all customers served 

under this rate contribute proportionately to the monthly system peaks. The peaks of the 

AFFIRM Members, while sometimes occurring during the defined on-peak hours and at other 

times during the defined off-peak hours, do not occur coincidentally with FPL’s system peaks in 

any month. Thus, contrary to the underlying assumption, the peak loads of the AFFIRM 

Members do not contribute proportionately to the FPL system peak. Accordingly, the AFFIRM 

Members are penalized under the GSD-1 Rate because the load shapes of the AFFIRM Members 

are dissimilar to the load shape of the GSD-1 Rate group as a whole. 

AFFIRM does not argue that the GSD-1 Rate is unfair when applied to FPL’s customers 

whose peaks and loads are consistent with the underlying assumptions. Instead, AFFIRM argues 

that the peaks of its Members are non-coincident with FPL’s monthly system peaks, and that the 

load shapes of the AFFIRM Members are substantially dissimilar to, and substantially more 

beneficial to FPL than, those of the GSD-1 Rate group as a whole. Thus, the GSD-1 Rate is 

unfair and unreasonable in its application to the AFFIRM Members. Accordingly, the AFFIRM 
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Members should have access to a properly structured time of use rate that matches the electric 

service pricing charged to the AFFIRM Members with FPL’s costs caused by electric service to 

the AFFIRM Members. 

Structure and Deficiencies of FPL’s GSDT-1 Rate 

By contrast to GSD-1, FPL’s GSDT-I Rate is a time-differentiated rate whereby the base 

demand charge applies only to the customer’s peak demand during the defined on-peak period. 

The same on-peak demand charge applies in summer months (April through October) and winter 

months (November through March), and the on-peak hours are as described below. 

Pursuant to FPL’s GSDT-I Rate, the same on-peak energy rate applies to all energy 

consumption during the defined on-peak periods in both the seven defined summer months and 

the five defined winter months. During the summer months, the on-peak period is defined as the 

weekdays (except holidays) from noon to 9:OO PM. During the winter months, the on-peak 

period is defined as the weekdays (except holidays) from 6:OO AM to 1O:OO AM and again from 

6:OO PM to 1O:OO PM. 

Correspondingly, pursuant to the GSDT-1 Rate, the same off-peak energy rates applies to 

all energy consumption during the defined off-peak periods throughout the year. The off-peak 

periods consist of all hours during the year that are not defined as on-peak hours. 

The focal questions in this matter are whether FPL’s GSDT-1 Rate satisfies either the 

Commission TOU Standard (time differentiated in order to reflect the cost of providing service 

to such customers at different times of the day) or the FPL TOU Asserted Benefits (providing 

price signals that encourage shifts in energy usage to lower cost periods, assist customers in 

achieving savings, cause customer satisfaction, and meet customer expectations). 
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In order to determine whether FPL’s GSDT-1 Rate satisfies either the Commission TOU 

Standard or the FPL TOU Asserted Benefits, AFFIRM examined (1) FPL’s monthly peaks and 

outputs of energy that were set forth on page 401b of FPL’s FERC Form No. 1 for each of the 

years 2006, 2007, and 2008, and (2) FPL’s rate and average pricing data that was set forth on 

page 304 of FPL’s FERC Form No. 1 for each of the years 2006,2007 and 2008. 

The attached AFFIRM Brief Exhibit 1 consists of six pages, including copies of page 

401b from the FERC Form 1 for each subject year, a page summarizing FPL’s monthly peaks 

during the summer months, a page summarizing FPL’s monthly peaks during the winter months, 

and a page providing a comparison of FPL’s monthly summer and winter peaks and average 

hourly loads. 

Page 1 of Brief Exhibit 1, the summary of FPL’s summer peaks, reflects that for the past 

three years: (1) the annual system peak has occurred in August of each year, and (2) during 

FPL’s seven defined summer months, peaks have occurred only during the hours ended 1600 or 

1700, even though the peak period is defined as the nine hour period beginning at noon and 

ending at 9:OO PM. This summer peak load data is consistent with the design of the SDTR, 

which defines the seasonal on-peak period as the months of June through September and only for 

the three-hour period from 3:OO PM to 6:OO PM (hereinafter, the seasonal on-peak period will be 

called the “Critical Peak Period”). It is also seen from Brief Exhibit 1 that in FPL’s defined 

summer periods for the three past three calendar years, the monthly summer peaks are no less 

than 86.5% of FPL’s annual system peak, with the exception of April 2007 and April 2008. 

This demonstrates that FPL’s summer month loads are reasonable consistent, with the exception 

of the month of April, which has a load shape more similar to FPL‘s defined winter months 

(leading to the conclusion that April should be defined as a winter month instead of a summer 

month). 



Page 2 of Brief Exhibit 1 ,  the summary of FPL’s winter peaks, reflects that for the past 

three years: (1) only two winter monthly peaks, February 2006 (90.2%) and January 2008 

(85.7%), have exceeded 79.1% of the annual peak in the same year, and (2) six of the fifteen 

winter monthly peaks (40%) have occurred outside of the defined winter peak period. This 

shows that FPL’s winter peaks and loads are materially lower (and correspondingly less costly to 

serve) that FPL‘s summer peaks and loads. This data also reveals that FPL has no clearly 

identifiable winter peak period in which it would be beneficial to FPL for customers to shift their 

energy consumption to lower cost periods. 

Page 3 of Brief Exhibit 1, the comparison of FPL’s summer and winter peaks and average 

hourly system loads, reflect that for the past three years: (1) the average of FPL’s monthly winter 

peaks have been only 82.9%, 82.0% and 79.9% of the average summer peaks; (2) the average of 

FPL’s monthly winter peaks have been only 77.4%, 77.3% and 74.1% of FPL’s average annual 

peaks; and (3) FPL’s average hourly energy during the defined winter months has been only 

78.8%, 79.4% and 78.7% of FPL‘s average hourly energy during the defined summer months. 

Hour by hour load data that would allow more detailed analyses of hourly loads in 

defined on-peak and off-peak periods has not been made available by FPL in this proceeding. 

Notwithstanding the absence of hour by hour load information, an analysis of the publicly 

available FPL data cited in the prior three paragraphs reflects that by any measurement 

undertaken, the peak loads and average loads of FPL are materially higher during FPL’s defined 

summer months than during FPL’s defined winter months. 

Periodic pricing for time of use rates should recognize the basic utility principle that (a) 

incremental energy costs should be approximately equal for system loads of equal magnitude, 

regardless of when such loads occur, and (b) as system loads increase, incremental costs increase 

at an increasing rate, and conversely, as system loads decrease, incremental costs decrease at a 
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decreasing rate. An appropriately structured time of use rate for FPL should reflect the 

corresponding periodic cost causation. Based on an examination of available data, it is certain 

that FPL incurs: 

materially lower non-fuel energy costs in the winter months than in the summer 

months 

materially lower non-fuel energy costs during the on-peak hours of the winter 

months than during the on-peak hours of the summer months 

materially lower non-fuel energy costs during the off-peak hours of thc winter 

months than during the off-peak hours of the summer months 

materially higher non-fuel energy costs during the Critical Peak Period than in the 

remainder of FPL’s defined summer on-peak hours 

Notwithstanding the differences in non-fuel energy costs described above, FPL‘s GSDT- 

1 Rate fails to recognize or differentiate between non-fuel energy prices during any of the 

periods in which materially different prices occur. Upon an analysis of this rate and average 

pricing data, it is clear that FPL’s existing GSDT-1 Rate is severely deficient (and in truth, 

practically worthless) because it does not come close to accomplishing any of the benefits that 

FPL asserts are inherent in its time of use rates, nor does it comply with the Commission TOU 

Standard. The GSDT-1 Rate fails to satisfy these standards because the periodic pricing fails to 

reflect the related periodic causation. 

The attached AFFIRM Brief consists of four pages, including copies of page 304 of 

FPL’s FERC Form No. 1 for each of the years 2006,2007, and 2008, as well as a compilation for 

the three years reflecting, for each of FPL’s four rates available for firm electric service to small 

demand customers, FPL’s average numbers of customers, kWh of sales per customer, and 

average revenue per kWh sold. 
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A simple comparison of FPL’s GSD-1 Rate versus FPL’s GSDT-1 Rate reveals the utter 

futility of the GSDT-1 Rate. In each year, more than 96.5% of all small demand customers use 

FPL’s “one size fits all rate” (GSD-I) rather than FPL’s time of use rate (GSDT-I), which is 

used by no more than 1.6% of all small demand customers (in simple terms, the ratio of general 

demand rate users to time of use rate users is 60 to 1). The reason for the reluctance of small 

demand customers to use the time of use rate is starkly apparent - the use of the GSDT-1 Rate 

costs significantly more because it is poorly designed. The data shows that the average cost per 

kWh to the GSDT-I customers was higher than the corresponding cost per kWh to the GSD-I 

customers by $0.0075 per kwh, $0.0075 per kWh, and $0.0097 per kwh in 2006,2007 and 2008 

respectively. FPL’s GSD-1 Rate and GSDT-1 Rate are similarly designed, except for the pricing 

of the non-fuel energy components. While some small number of customers (300 to 500 

customers out of a total base of almost 100,000 customers) may derive a cost benefit from use of 

the GSDT-1 Rate, it is a mathematical certainty that the preponderance of FPL’s existing users of 

the time of use rate would incur a lower cost simply by using the general demand rate. 

If a small demand customer would experience a lower monthly bill from use of a general 

rate instead of a time of use rate, then the time of use rate will not be widely used. In turn, the 

customer incentive (under a time differentiated rate) to modify energy consumption patterns in a 

manner that would be beneficial to FPL is entirely negated. FPL’s offering to small demand 

customers of a time of use rate that is cost beneficial to less than 500 customers certainly does 

not fulfill the Commission TOU Standard. Further, the GSDT-1 is so ineffective that it achieves 

none of the FPL TOU Asserted Benefits because it does not encourage shifts in energy 

consumption, does not assist customers in achieving savings on their bills, does not result in 

customer satisfaction and does not meet customer expectations for cost based high-quality 

products and services. 



Structure and Deficiencies of FPL’s HLFT-1 and SDTR 

FPL’s SDTR is a seasonal rider that is used in conjunction with either FPL’s GSD-1 Rate 

or GSDT-1 Rate. The difference under this rider is that during the months of June through 

September, the pricing is differentiated to recognize only a Critical Peak Period and an off-peak 

period. As shown on AFFIRM Brief Exhibit 2, the use by customers of FPL’s SDTR produces a 

lower cost than the use of FPL’s time of use rate (GSDT-I). However, for the average customer, 

the use of neither FPL’s GSDT-1 nor SDTR produces an average customer cost per kWh that is 

lower than the use of the “one size tits all” general demand rate. In 2008, SDTR was used by an 

average of 998 small demand customers, and the average cost per kWh paid by such customers 

was $0.0019 per kwh higher than if such customers had been on the plain vanilla GSD-1 Rate. 

By contrast, page 1 of AFFIRM Brief Exhibit 2 reflects that the use of FPL’s HLFT-1 

Rate can result in a lower average cost per kWh for some customers. In 2008, the HLFT-1 Rate 

was used by an average of 903 small demand customers out of a total of nearly 100,000 small 

demand customers. The use of the HLFT-1 Rate is unavailing to the AFFIRM Members because 

the structure of this rate is premised on the use by high load factor customers. The AFFIRM 

Members are not high load factor customers, but rather are customers of average load factor 

where energy consumption is concentrated in off-peak periods where incremental energy costs 

are lower than in on-peak periods. AFFIRM acknowledges that FPL’s HLFT-1 Rate may be an 

effective rate for use by certain customers, but it is structured in a manner that would not capture 

or reflect the beneficial load patterns of the AFFIRM Members. 

Existing FPL Time of Use Rates are Unfair and Unreasonable 

The existing time of use rates offered by FPL, specifically GSDT-I and SDTR, are unfair 

and unreasonable for the following reasons: 
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1.  

2. 

3. 

The application of the same energy rate to all energy consumption during the nine- 

hour duration of the summer peak period is unfair and unreasonable because the peak 

load is concentrated in the Critical Peak Period, and because the materially lower 

loads in all other defined on-peak hours results in a significantly lesser cost to FPL 

than the base energy costs during the Critical Peak Period. 

The application of the same energy rate to all energy consumption occurring during 

both the summer months and the winter months is unfair and unreasonable because 

the average energy consumption during the defined winter on-peak and off-peak 

hours is significantly lower than the average energy consumption during the defined 

summer on-peak and off-peak hours. In fact, based on the load shape of Progress 

Energy Florida, a contiguous electric utility with a very similar load shape, FPL’s 

average energy consumption during the defined winter on-peak hours probably is 

approximately equal to FPL’s average energy consumption during the defined 

summer off-peak hours. 

It has not been shown that during the defined winter months, a shifting of energy 

consumption from on-peak to off-peak periods would result in any economic benefit 

to FPL, especially in light of the data that shows that in 40% of the winter months for 

the last three years, FPL has experienced its monthly peaks during hours that are 

defined as off-peak hours. 

Under the GSDT-1 Rate, during FPL’s defined summer months, FPL charges the same 

base energy charge for the entire defined nine hour on-peak period, even though the system 

average loads during the Critical Peak Period, and thus the non-fuel energy costs associated with 

the Critical Peak Period, are significantly higher than the system average loads and 
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corresponding non-fuel energy costs per kWh during the shoulder hours (from noon to 3:OO PM 

and from 6:OO PM to 1O:OO PM). From this data, it is seen that the on-peak period, as currently 

defined, is overly broad and unfair to customers, such as the AFFIRM Members that consume a 

disproportionate percentage of on-peak energy during the shoulder hours rather than the critical 

peak hours (from 3:OO PM to 6:OO PM). Based on this data, for purposes of the GSDT-1 Rate, 

the on-peak period during the summer should be redefined as the three hour period from 3:OO 

PM to 6:OO PM, and the prior two hours and subsequent four hours should be redefined as 

shoulder hours, with an appropriately lower base energy charge for the shoulder period. 

The fact that, under the GSDT-1 Rate, FPL offers only a single time of use price for 

energy consumption during such a broadly defined on-peak period is inconsistent with the 

Commission TOU Standard, which provides that rates should be established to reflect the costs 

of providing electric service at different times of the day. Moreover, the broadly defined on- 

peak period is contrary to the FPL TOU Asserted Benefits, particularly the claim that time of use 

rates encourage shifts in energy consumption or assist customers in achieving energy cost 

savings. Why should a customer seek to shift its energy consumption when the most effective 

way for that customer to achieve energy savings is simply by using the standard “one size fits 

all” rate? 

In summary, the deficiencies in the design of FPL’s existing GSDT-1 rate are numerous 

and extensive. FPL’s prices set forth in the GSDT-1 Rate for the summer and winter on-peak 

periods bear almost no relationship to the costs that FPL is incurring to provide such loads during 

the corresponding periods. Most importantly, the pricing scheme embodied by FPL’s GSDT-I 

Rate violates the existing Commission TOU Standard because such rate fails to properly or 

effectively differentiate its prices based on the costs of providing services at different times of 

the day or in different months. 
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Proposed Modifications to the GSDT-1 Rate 

As discussed in detail in Item 10 of AFFIRM’S response to Staffs First Set of 

Interrogatories, AFFIRM recommends the following modifications to FPL’s existing GSDT-1 

Rate: 

1. The summer on-peak hours should be disaggregated into a redefined critical on- 

peak period (from 3:OO PM to 6:OO PM on weekdays excluding holidays) and a shoulder 

period (from noon to 3:OO PM and from 6:OO PM to 9:OO PM on weekdays excluding 

holidays). The summer off-peak hours should remain unchanged. 

2. The pricing for the summer critical peak and shoulder periods should be 

recalibrated to recognize the differences between non-fuel energy costs between the 

summer months and the winter months and between the critical peak hours and the 

shoulder hours. 

3. The month of April should be reclassified as a winter month. 

4. The on-peak period in the winter months (as redefined to include April) should be 

re-examined based on hourly loads and then re-defined to encompass only the hours 

when a reduction in energy consumption would provide a discernible cost benefit to FPL, 

with a corresponding change in non-fuel energy pricing to recognize the cost differences 

between summer and winter on-peak hours. 

5.  The off-peak period in the winter months (as redefined to include April) should be 

re-examined based on hourly loads and re-defined to include all hours when a reduction 

in energy consumption would not provide a discernible cost benefit to FPL, with a 

corresponding change in pricing to recognize inclusion of the new hours and the cost 

differences between summer and winter off-peak hours. 
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6 .  The measurement of, and charge for, the demand component in each month 

should be modified such that the billing demand in each month would be determined 

based on the customer’s peak monthly demand occurring in, and only in, the re-defined 

summer and winter peak periods. 

Under the current structure of FPL’s GSDT-I Rate, the Members of AFFIRM are 

economically disadvantaged because their natural load shapes and other beneficial load 

characteristics are not manifested in the rates paid by such customers. 

The modifications proposed above are appropriate because each such modification is 

intended to redesign the GSDT-1 Rate in a manner that the pricing in each hour of the year is 

more closely aligned with the hourly costs that result from the provision of electric service by 

FPL. The failure to adopt such modifications will result in the continuation of rates that are 

unfair, unjust and unreasonable because there is almost no relationship between the prices 

charged under this rate and the corresponding underlying costs. Further, the lack of relationship 

between prices set forth in the GSDT-1 Rate and underlying costs violates the Commission TOU 

Standard established in 1981 in Order No. 10179 issued August 31, 1981. 

The Auurouriate Auulication of Multi-Location Rates 

AFFIRM, through the direct testimony of Witness Klepper, has proposed that, in addition 

to the recommended modification to FPL’s GSDT-1 Rate, FPL should also be required to offer 

multi-location rates that would be available to customers who operate businesses under common 

ownership or control from more than one site. In particular, AFFIRM asserts that multi-location 

customers, such as the Members of AFFIRM, should benefit from the determination of peak 

monthly demand on an aggregated coincident basis, rather than having hundreds of business sites 
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under common ownership and control paying for demand as the sum of the non-coincident loads 

of all such sites. 

In the alternative, the General Service Large Demand -Time of Use Rate (GSLDT-I) 

should be made available to multi-location customers, along with appropriate cost-based 

surcharges to compensate FPL for the additional metering and distribution related costs that are 

incurred in serving a large multi-location customer rather than a large single location customer. 

AFFIRM asserts that its Members are treated for ratemaking purposes as if they were 

hundreds of unafiliated small retail customers. This treatment as individual customers is 

inconsistent with the collective manner in which the AFFIRM Members are treated in 

competitive markets by almost all energy suppIiers, and is further inconsistent with the collective 

treatment that the AFFIRM Members enjoy fiom the suppliers of almost all products and 

services purchased by such companies. 

In proposing that rate benefits should be available to multi-location customers, AFFIRM 

is aware of the existence of Commission Rule 25-6.102 F.A.C., which is a rule established by the 

Commission in 1969 precluding conjunctive billing and other similar billing schemes for multi- 

location customers. AFFIRM is also aware that multi-location rates are not contrary to law in 

Florida, and the rule established by the Commission forty years ago can be modified or rescinded 

by today’s Commission. The preclusion against multi-location rates established under 

Commission Rule 25-6.102 was established at a time when the state of metering, 

telecommunications and computer technology were in their infancy compared to the technology 

available today. 

It is important to note that the use of multiple location rates, conjunctive billing, 

aggregate billing or similar multiple location billing schemes has been authorized and 
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implemented in other states, and AFFIRM is not aware of any court decision in which the use of 

such billing schemes has been found to be unfair, unreasonable, discriminatory or preferential. 

Based on the above, AFFIRM requests that the Commission: 

1. Order that FPL’s existing GSDT-1 Rate be modified in a manner that time 

differentiated prices for both demand charges and base energy charges should be re- 

established for both daily and seasonal periods, and should be implemented in a manner 

that will align, as closely as possible, periodic prices with the periodic costs that FPL is 

incurring to provide related electric service. 

2. Order that multi-location rates be made available to electric customers who 

operate under common ownership or control, at least to the extent of allowing for 

conjunctive recognition for billing purposes of coincident peak demand for all sites under 

common ownership or control. 
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Stephde Alexander, I 

Tripp Scott, P.A. 
Counsel for AFFIRM 
200 West College Avenue, Suite 2 16 
Tallahassee, Florida 32301 
Telephone: (850) 906-9100 
Facsimile: (850) 906-9104 
sda@,trippscott.com 
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Florlda Power & Light 
Monthly Peak Data for Summer Months 

Peak Percent of 
System Day of Hour ' Yearly Pealc 
Load , Date ' Week Endina Load 

:'ZOOS ~ . , . .  . 
.APR 
:MAY 
;JUN ' . 

j JUL 
~AUG ; 
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Average 

iSEP ,! 

(MW) 

18,975.; 
19,321 : 
21 , lB l  
21,493 ' 

~' 21,819: .., ~.. ~ . 

20,580: 
20,3g3.~ 19,440: 

. ,  

1700 
1700 
1700 
1700 
1700 
1700 
1700 

87.0% 

96.8% 
88:ph: 

98.5%. 
. .  1o0.o./o- 

94.5% 
8S.'i~/,; 

, .  
,2007 
APR , 17,623: 27,FRI 1700. 80.2% 

20,560' 22jFRI 1700 93,io2 1 JUN~ . . . ~  
;JUL . 21,7$:, 18;WED 1600; 99.0./' 
i A l l G ~  21,962. 10'FRl , 1 660 lOO,O%,, 
SEP' 21,808; 2QiWED 1700' 99.3%: 
'OCT 19,876: ~ 18;THU . 1700. 90,504 

,,MAY ~ 19,004, 4:FRI 17001 86:5% ' 

:Average: , 20!366: . . 

20;28.g, 16,995 ~. 

20;565: . . ~. . 
20,951 
2 i  ,060; 
20L4561 

19,865: 
18!?42' 

28:MON 
2i;WED 

21 i MON 

291FRI 

5;THU .~ 

7 i r H u ~  

10IFRI 

1700 

; 1700j 
17001 

Notes: 
1. Peak for SEP 2007 period recorded August 29,2007. 

Peak for SEP 2008 period recorded August 29.2008. 
2. Data is from FERC Form 1 submittals by FPL. 
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97.6%; 
96:3?, 
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l 2 0 6  
JAN 

~ .. . ...~ 

i FEE 

J D E C ~  
Average 

i 

'NOV ~ 

2007 
JAN .' 
'FEB 
MAR 
NOV2 
DEC* 
:Average 

,2008 
JAN . 

:FEB 
:MAR . . .. , 
'NOV 
:DEC : 
:Average . 

Notes: 

Florida Power & Light 
Monthly Peak Data for Winter Months 

Peak Percent of 
System Day of Hour Yearly Peak 

Load Date Week Ending I 

14,800, 
19,683' 
16,946; 
17,260' 
15,798' 
16,897: 

15,619 
16,8158 
16,450, 
16,484: 
16,043; 
16,282; 

18,055~ 
i5,735i 
16,226'. 
16,538, 
14,849' 
16,281: 

3:TUE 1900,: 
~14ITUE 800. 
21iTUE , 

 WED 1900' 
30;THU . ~ 1900; 

1500' 
19:MON ' 800. 

29iMON ' 1700, 
29iTHU' , 1900, 

6:SAT , ~. ~ 

2:FRi ~ , . 1600: 
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67.8% 
90.2% 
77.7%,Note 1 
79.1% 
72.4%. 

71 1% Note 1 

74.9% Note 1 
75.1%:Note 1 

76.6% 

73.0% 

85.7% 
74.7% 
77.0% Note 1 
78.5%,Note 1 
70.5% 

1. Monthly peak occurred outside of lhe peak period defined in FPL ladl GSDT-1 
2. Peak for December 2w6 period recorded on November 30,2006. 

Peak f~ November 2007 period recorded on October 29,2007. 
Peak for December 2007 period recorded on November 29,2007. 

3. Data is fmm FERC Form 1 subminals by FPL. 
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Florida Power & Light 
Comparison of Summer and Winter Peaks and Average System Loads 
Units of Load and Energy are MW and MWH 

2006 2007 2008 
Winter Peak 19,683 16,815 18,OG 

:Ave. of Monthly Winter Peaks iS,SSi, 16,282 16,581 
.Ave. of hnoithiy Summer Pea 20,393. 20,366, 1 9;%j 
.Winter Peak I Summer Peak ("A) 90.2% 76.6%, 85.7% 

,Am. .~ .~ of . .. Monthly " Summer ..,. .~~ Peaks .. ( O h )  . i 82.9% 79.9% 

,Annual . . Summer .. ~. - . . ~  Peak (%) 77.4% 74.1% 77.3%; . ~ .  

I summ,er ,Peak 21,819 21,962 21,06C 

Ave. of Monthly Winter Peaks I 

iAve of Monthly Winter Peaks I 

Ave. of Monthly Summer Peaks I 
94.3% Annual Summer Peak .. ("A) ~ ~ ~~ 93.5% 92.7% 

Total Winter Energy . .  41,847,686' 40.956,8493 42,234,6961 

lT&i hint& E&rgyN&t' .~ ' , , 40;497,4122 39,856,787 4 
 winter Average Hourly Energy ~ .~ 11,175, 10,926: .~ ~. 11,344, 

.Total Summer Energy 73,837;717' 71,905,930 74,180,443; 
iLe&NonXequirement Sites 956,847 571,610i 787,866: 
Total ... Summer . .  Energy Net I 72,880,870' 71,334,320: 73,392,577i 

82.0%: 
I 

< 

!Less: Non-Requirement Sites 1,350,274 i , i yo6z :  
9 .... ~.~ 

. .  . 

14,290! Summer Average Hourly Energy ~. 14,190 13,889: . .~ 

. . . , . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . ., 78.8% 78.7%, 79.4% 

I 

.'Winter Ave. Energy I 
;Summer Ave. Energy (%) 
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?ate of Repon 
.Mo, Da, Yr) 

Yearlperiod of Repon 
Endol 2006/04 nesuomission / I  

Name of Respondent Date of Repon Yearlperiod of Repon 
Florida Power 8 Light Company (Mo, Da, Yr) Endol 2006/04 

(1) Report the monthly peak load and energy output. If the respondent has two or more power which are not physically integrated, furnish the required 
information for each non- integrated system. 

/ I  
MONTHLY PEAKS AND OUTPUT 

lot physically integrated. furnish the required 

(2) Report on line 2 by month the system's wtput in Megawan hours for each month. 
(3) Report on line 3 by month the non-requirements sales for resale. Include in the monthly amounts any energy losses assmiated with the sales. 
(4) Report on line 4 by month the system's monthly maximum megawatt load (60 minute integration) associated with the system. 
(5) Report on lines 5 and 6 the specified information for each monthly peak load reported on linw 4. 

NAME OF SYSTEM 

FERC FORM NO. 1 (ED. 12-90) Page 401b - Privileged Data 



dame of Respondent 

lorida Power 8 tight Company 

lAME OF SYSTEM 

Date of Report 
(Mo. Da. Yr) 

YearIPeriod of Report 
Endof 20071C4 

I /  

FERC FORM NO. 1 (ED. 12-90) Page 401b - Privileged Data 



This Re Date of Repon YearIPeriod of Repon 
Endof m@JQ4 

(1 ) fin Eiginal 
(2) n A  Resubmission 

Name of Respondent 

Florida Power 8 Ugh1 Company (Mo. Da. Yr) 
I 1  

SALES OF ELECTRICITY BY RATE SCHEDULES 
1. Repon below lor each rate schedule in effect during the year the MWH of elecVicity sold. revenue. average number of customer, average Kwh per 
customer, and average revenue per Kwh. excluding date for Sales for Resale which is reponed on Pages 310-31 1. 
2. Provide a subheading and total for each prescribed operating revenue account in the sequem followed in "Elecm'c Opemting Revenues,' Page 
300-301. If the sales under any rate schedule are classified in more than one revenue account, List the rate schedule and sales data under each 
applicable revenue account subheading. 
3. Where the same customem are sewed under more than one rate schedule in the same revenue account classification (such as a general residentid 
schedule and an off peak water heating schedule), the entries in column (d) lor the special schedule should denote the duplication in number of reported 
customers. 
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Florida Power & Light 
Firm Eiectrlc Service Rates Available to Small Demand Commercial Customers (20 kW - 500 kW) 

2006 
GSD-1 
,GSDT-1 
HLFT-1 
SDTR I GSD-1 and GSDT-1 

2007 
GSD-1 
GSDT-1 
' HLFT- 1 
SDTR I GSD-1 and GSDT-1 

2008 
.GSD-1 
GSDT-1 
HLFT-1 
SDTR I GSD-1 and GSDT-1 

kWh of Revenue 
Average Number O/O of Sales per per kWh 

of Customers Total Customer Sold ($) 

91,038 97.0% 
1,517 1.6% 

721 0.8% 

93,858 100.0% 
582 0.6% 

93,289 96 8% 
1,545 1.6% 

848 0.9% 
651 0.7% 

96,333 100.0% 

95.907 96.5% 
1,531 1.5% 

903 0.9%' 
998 1.0% 

99,339 100.0% 

244,380 
190,232 

1,262,316 
180,375 

244,044 
191,137 

1,401,921 
323,946 

234,010 
170,636 

1,499,264 
407,332 

Notes: 
1. Data obtained from page 304 of FPCs FERC Fwm 1 submittals for 2006,2007 and 2008. 

$0. 1 osi 

$0.1 101 

$0.1136 
$0.0965 

. ., 

... 
$0.1 000, 

$O.lOOS' 

$0.1075 
$0.0903 

$0.1033" 

$0.0931 
$0.1052. 

$o.i 130; 
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This Re n IS: 
(1) $An Original 

Florida Power a Light Company 
(2) n A  Resubmission 

- 
3 Where the same customers are sewed under mole tnan one rate schedule In the same revenue acwunt classlflcatwn (Such as a general resldentlg 
schedble ana an off peak wata mating scnedule) tne entnes in colbmn (a) for me specla! schedule shald oenote the audicaQon in number of r e m e d  
customers 

Date of Report YearIPeriod of Report 
(Mo, Da, Yr) End of 2CiWC4 / I  

The average number of customers should be the number of bills rendered during the year d ~ i d e d  by the number of billing periods during the year (12 
all billings are made monthly). 

Page 304 - Privileged Data FERC FORM NO. 1 (ED. 12-95) 



Florida Power d Light Company 

1. Report below for each rate schedule in effect during the year the MWH of electricity sold, revenue, average number of wstomer, average Kwh pw ~~ 

customer, and average revenue per Kwh. excluding date for Sales for Resale which is reponed on Pages 310-31 I .  
2. Provide a subheading and total for each prescribed operating revenue accmnt in the sequence fouowed in "Elst& Operating Revenues," Page 
300-301. If the sales under any rate schedule are classified in more than one revenue account. list the rate schedule and sales data undw each 
aoplicable revenue amount suhhaldinn 

This Re rt Is: Date of Report Yeartperid of Report 
(Mo. Da. Yr) End of 2OO7/04 (1) fAn Original 

(2) n A  Resubmission I /  

s. ~~~~ . 
3. Where the same customers am sewed under more than one rate schedule in the Same revenue account classification (such as a general residentid 

d an off peak water heating schedule). the entries in wlumn (Q for the special schedute shwld denote the duplbtion in number of reported 

age number of customers shoukl be the n u m b  d bills rendered during the year divided by the number of billing periods during the year (12 
are made monthly). 
18 schedule having a fud adjustment clause state in a footnote the estimated additional revenue bi 




